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North American Designed Flexibility
With Optimal Security.
Shoot bolts with full 1" throw

Secure. The locking system offers superior strength with a 1" throw on
deadbolt and shoot bolts. Laminated SST dead bolt with anti-saw pin and
anti-back drive features prevent tampering for added security. Remote
Truth Hardware presents the new Sentry™ Multi-Point Hinged Patio Door
System – smart, sophisticated and stylish hardware for hinged doors. This
innovative system is packed with features that now gives you the ability to
offer a complete line of Truth Hardware for windows, sliding doors, and now
hinged patio doors.

Market Driven
Featuring a 90 degree thumbturn located above the handle, this system is

lock-point locations optimized closer to top and bottom of the door for

16 and 20 mm face plates fit
standard eurogrooves

improved locking performance. When dead bolt is activated, center latch cannot
be depressed thus producing an added measure of security. Passive hardware is
available in either a handle activated eurogroove version or a manual dual
direction single lever flush bolt.

Laminated
stainless steel
deadbolts with
anti-saw pin with
full 1" throw

Reliable. Durable handle return spring prevents handle sag over time, while

Tongue bolt

90 degree deadbolt operation
located above the handle
Anti-slam device automatically
orientates to the correct position

corrosion resistant 300 series SST ensures the good looks and performance of
the product for years to come.

Wear strip prevents marring of
strike plates

designed specifically for the North American market.
Smooth. Truth’s unique “Duo-Glide” lock mechanism is superior to standard
Flexible. The Sentry™ multi-point locking system can be customized into

single drive systems. The “Duo-Glide” two-way action balances the lock system

3 or 5 point tongue, hook or shoot bolt versions. Featuring a modular design,

providing smoother, quieter, and easier operation. “Duo-Glide” allows the lock

this system modifies easily to fit custom door sizes.

points to engage in tension rather than compression thereby reducing stress on

Intuitive. Independent deadbolt feature allows you to secure the door
without engaging the remote lock points.
Market Focused. Truth’s Sentry™ multi-point locking system is available
with 16 and 20 mm faceplates to fit standard eurogrooves and 92 mm
spacing between the handle and thumbturn.

300 Series SST
Modular system with quick easy
pin-hole connection

other elements of the lock system for longer life.
Hook bolt

Installation Friendly. The center latch can be reversed with the hardware
already installed in the door. Non-handed anti-slam device automatically moves
to the correct position when the door is closed preventing damage to the door
and hardware. Tongue option fits standard 16 mm or 20 mm eurogrooves
without additional remote lock processing.

Warranty: Protected under the terms of the Truth Warranty for Window & Door Manufacturers
and Authorized Distributors. Refer to Truth’s Terms and Conditions for further details.

For more technical information visit www.truth.com or call 1-800-866-7884 for application assistance.

